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a b s t r a c t

We present an effective optimization framework to compute polycube mapping. Composed of a set of

small cubes, a polycube well approximates the geometry of the free-form model yet possesses great

regularity; therefore, it can serve as a nice parametric domain for free-form shape modeling and

analysis. Generally, the more cubes are used to construct the polycube, the better the shape can be

approximated and parameterized with less distortion. However, corner points of a polycube domain are

singularities of this parametric representation, so a polycube domain having too many corners is

undesirable. We develop an iterative algorithm to seek for the optimal polycube domain and mapping,

with the constraint on using a restricted number of cubes (therefore restricted number of corner

points). We also use our polycube mapping framework to compute an optimal common polycube

domain for multiple objects simultaneously for lowly distorted consistent parameterization.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Computing the parameterization of 3D shapes (surfaces/solids)
on specific canonical domains is an important problem in shape
modeling, and it can facilitate many computer graphics and
geometric processing tasks. Polycube mapping was first intro-
duced by [33]. It parameterizes a closed surface onto a polycube
domain, which is composed of a set of small cubes. A polycube
has the same topology of the given surface, and it is usually
constructed to approximate the geometry of the surface. There-
fore, the surface parameterization on a polycube domain often
has much smaller distortion than that on a planar domain.
Meanwhile, the polycube domain still possesses great regularity;
each subpatch is a rectangle; transitions between adjacent
patches are simple rotation and translation except on corner
points. Due to many of these advantages, the polycube mapping
has been used in many graphics and shape modeling applications
such as texture mapping [33] and synthesis [21], shape morphing
[11], spline construction [34,35], and volumetric matching
[23,39,40].

Intuitively, the more cubes one uses to construct the polycube,
the better the domain can approximate the original model, which
brings parameterization very small area and angle distortion.
However, corner points are singularity points of the parameteriza-
tion. They are undesirable in many tasks such as spline
ll rights reserved.
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construction [34,35], physics-based simulations [15], etc. On the
other hand, if one uses fewer cubes to construct a simpler domain
with fewer corner points, the parameterization will possess larger
distortion due to the dissimilarity of geometric structures between
the model and the domain shape. Therefore, when a fundamental
question is asked: What is the optimal polycube domain?
A reasonable answer can be an optimized balancing between the
singularity number and mapping distortion. More specifically, we
try to solve the following problem: given a surface S and a budget n

of the singularity point number, what is the optimal shape of the
polycube domain P so that the parameterization f : S-P has the
least distortion and P has no more than n corners?

Depending on applications, different metrics (angle distortion,
area distortion, isometry distortion, etc.) have been studied and
used to measure the mapping quality. Harmonic functions are
most widely used in constructing lowly distorted mapping. With
a fixed boundary condition, a function fðx,yÞ is harmonic if it is a
solution of Laplace’s equation. When a boundary condition is
given, f is a minimizer of the Dirichlet energy [28,10] and it
possesses great smoothness. For example, conformal parameter-
ization can be constructed by two conjugate harmonic functions
[14,31]. In this paper, we use harmonic functions to construct
polycube mapping, minimizing a metric energy composed of
shape-preserving and area-preserving terms. The framework is
general and can be used for other metrics. A similar idea,
proposed by Pietroni et al. [27], considered the trade off between
the mapping distortion and the simplicity of the domain, solves
the surface parameterization over abstract domains by locally
optimizing the mapping on subregions then globally smoothing it.
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Fig. 1. Part of the dual graph corresponding to one facet (red node) and its

neighboring facets (blue node). (For interpretation of the references to color in this

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Now the optimal polycube maps can be formulated as solving
argmin EðP,f Þ for a given shape S, where energy function E is
defined on any mapping f : S-P and P is a polycube with n

corners. Since the domain P is part of the optimization, it is
extremely difficult. We restrict our optimization to a subspace of
this problem, which we call a topology-preserving polycube map-

ping. Specifically, given an initial polycube domain P¼ fPig, the
topology of the polycube P is defined by its dual graph (see Fig. 1)
DM¼ fDV ,DEg. DV ¼ fdv1, . . . ,dvng are nodes corresponding to
rectangle subpatches fPig. DE is a set of edges: an edge ½dvi,dvj�

is in DE, if Pi and Pj are adjacent to each other. We say two
polycubes P¼ fP1, . . . ,Png and Q ¼ fQ1, . . . ,Qmg are topologically

equivalent, if their dual graphs DP and DQ are isomorphic. There-
fore, given an initial polycube P, our goal is to find the optimal
polycube P0 and the mapping f that minimizes distortion E(P,f), in
the same topological equivalence class (without changing the
structure of its dual graph).

This paper has three main contributions.
�
 We formulate the above optimal polycube mapping problem,
and present a polycube mapping computation framework
based on the given restricted complexity of polycube domain.

�
 We develop efficient optimization solvers to seek the topology-

preserving optimal polycube domain and mapping iteratively.

�
 We extend the polycube optimization algorithm to multiple

objects, for the construction of the common optimal domain
for multiple models.
2. Related work

Surface parameterization using harmonic functions: Theories and
technologies in surface parameterization have been widely studied
and they have been playing a critical role in many geometric
processing tasks in graphics, CAGD, visualization, vision, medical
imaging, physical simulation, etc. Many effective techniques have
been developed to solve the parameterization under different
distortion metrics with different boundary conditions. A thorough
review is beyond the scope of this paper, and we refer to three great
surveys/tutorials of surface mapping and their applications in
[13,32,19]. One widely used scalar function used for constructing
low-distorted surface parameterization is the harmonic function.
The discrete harmonic map was first proposed by Pinkall and
Polthier [28] and introduced to the computer graphics field by
Eck et al. [10]. By discretizing the energy defined in [28], Desbrun
et al. [8] constructed free-boundary harmonic maps. Harmonic
maps are preferable due to at least two important reasons: (1) it
is meaningful from physics’ point of view. A harmonic map
minimizes the Dirichlet energy and leads to a minimal surface
[28]; (2) it can be easily discretized and efficiently calculated from
the computational aspect. A discrete harmonic map can be approxi-
mated either through FEM analysis of the harmonic energy [10] or
via mimicking the mean value property of harmonic functions [12].
The computation of discrete harmonic mapping can be written as
the optimization of a quadratic energy and be efficiently solved as a
sparse linear system.

Polycube mapping: As a useful parametric domain, polycube
maps have been studied in many different shape modeling applica-
tions. Tarini et al. [33] invented the concept of polycube map and
applied it to the texture mapping and synthesis. Fan et al. [11]
extended it to generate cross parameterization and morphing by
mapping surfaces to polycubes then composing the map by finding
the correspondence between them. In these approaches, polycube
maps are computed by extrinsic methods such as projections. Wang
et al. [34] introduced an intrinsic method for polycube maps and
built splines representation on the polycube parametric domain.
Compared with extrinsic methods, the intrinsic approach reduced
the mapping distortion significantly. Later, Wang et al. [35] devel-
oped user controllable polycube maps for manifold spline construc-
tion. Both approaches required much user involvement in polycube
design. Lin et al. [24] presented an automatic polycube mapping
approach, but the bijectivity was not guaranteed. Recently, He et al.
[18] presented a divide-and-conquer approach for automatic poly-
cube map construction. In that paper, the bijectivity was guaran-
teed and the mapping had shown low angle and area distortion.
Han et al. [17] applied volumetric polycube maps to construct
hexahedral shell mesh. Xia et al. [36] introduces an editable
polycube mapping, based on a divide-and-conquer strategy, which
gives much more control over the quality of the induced subdivi-
sion surface and makes processing of large models with complex
geometry and topology feasible.
3. Algorithms overview

A polycube domain P is composed of a set of rectangular
patches Pi. A polycube map is therefore composed of a set of
rectangular maps. We use the harmonicity and area distortion to
measure the mapping quality and optimize the domain shape as
well as the mapping.

Ideally, given a metric, we shall simultaneously optimize the
polycube domain P as well as the mapping f : S-P to minimize
the distortion E(f). We can formulate this as minimizing
Eðx,yÞ ¼ Eðx1,x2, . . . ,x3n,y1,y2, . . . ,y3nÞ, with the constraints that
ðx3i�2,x3i�1,x3iÞ is a point on S, and ðy3i�2,y3i�1,y3iÞ is the corre-
sponding corner point on the polycube P, for i¼ 1, . . . ,n.

Directly solving this nonlinear optimization is highly expen-
sive. As will be discussed shortly (Sections 5 and 6), the deriva-
tives of E over y can be computed efficiently, but the derivatives
of E over x could not be computed in practice. Without derivatives
of the object function, this optimization with complicated con-
straints is difficult even for moderately large n. To make full use of
the partial derivative information of the objective function, we
iteratively do the optimization over x (for optimal polycube
corner mapping) and y (for optimal polycube domain shape)
separately. Hence, gradient-based nonlinear optimization meth-
ods using the derivatives of @E=@y can be developed to efficiently
optimize the subproblem Eðx,yÞ for fixed x. Meanwhile, a



Fig. 2. Algorithm overview. (a) Original surface with eight corner points (red). (b), (c) Initial polycube domain and mapping. (d), (e) Optimized polycube domain and

mapping. The harmonic energy with area distortion term is reduced from 5.4414 to 4.7812. (f) The optimized polycube mapping with eight new corner points (blue) with a

lower harmonic energy of 4.5961. (g), (h) Final optimized domain and optimized mapping after two iterations. The grid quality is improved. (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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derivative-free optimization algorithm is developed to optimize
the subproblem Eðx,yÞ for fixed y. During each iteration, when the
shape of every rectangle and the mappings of its four corner
points are determined, we can compute/update the mapping
efficiently (see Sections 4 and 6). The proposed iterative polycube
mapping optimization framework therefore has the following
three steps (illustrated in Fig. 2).
1.
 Initial polycube domain construction (Section 4): Given a budget
number of corner points, an initial polycube domain is con-
structed either automatically or manually, meeting the corner
point budgets; then the corner point mapping and the initial
polycube mapping are computed.
2.
 Optimizing polycube domain shapes (Section 5): Preserving the
topology of the polycube, the scaling of subpatches is opti-
mized so that mapping energy is minimized.
3.
 Optimizing polycube mapping (Section 6): Without changing
shape of the polycube, the surface-polycube mapping is
optimized by searching the optimal corner point mapping.

Algorithm 1. Optimal polycube mapping.
in
put: surface S, corner point number n;
o
utput: polycube mapping f : S-P;

1 C
onstruct an initial polycube P0, whose

corner point number rn;

2 C
ompute an initial mapping fi : S-Pi; i¼ 0;

3 r�
epeat

4

5

6

�������

i’iþ1;

Optimize the polycube domain Pi, s:t: distortion of

mapping fi�1 is minimized;

Optimize the polycube map fi : S-Pi;
��
7 u
ntil jPi�Pi�1joe;

8 P
erform a global smoothing.
The framework is formulated in Algorithm 1. Note that in our
iterative process, we keep on optimizing scaling factors of sub-
patches and the corner points. Then (1) polycube domain optimiza-

tion takes corner points decided by the current mapping fi as the
input and solve scaling of subpatches to reduce mapping distor-
tion; and (2) polycube mapping optimization uses the scaled
polycube Piþ1 as the target domain and optimizes the location
of corner points. This iterative refinement converges when the
polycube domain shape Pi does not change any longer.
4. Constructing initial polycube and mapping

The initial polycube can be constructed manually [33,34], or
automatically [24,18]. We also use a simple voxelization algorithm
(Section 4.1) to generate the polycube. Since this initial polycube
and maps (Section 4.2) will be optimized to minimize the distor-
tion, a simple, efficient, and adaptive (to different corner budgets)
scheme such as this voxelization algorithm is sometimes enough.
The following optimization framework is general, and can optimize
an initial polycube mapping constructed via different methods.

4.1. Polycube construction via voxelization

Given a solid object M, supposing its boundary surface is
represented by a triangle mesh S¼ ðVs,Es,F sÞ where Vs,Es,F s are
vertex, edge, and face sets, we construct a polycube domain
P¼ ðVp,Ep,F PÞ and corresponding corner points mapping using a
voxelization algorithm. Fig. 3 illustrates a polycube construction
example of a Buddha model through voxelization.

We use an octree to represent the object. The subdivision
starts from a rectangular bounding box. Each cell (rectangular
cuboid) can be labeled as inside or outside. We remove all interior
faces that are shared by two inside cells, and finally merge all
inside cells to one polycube P. The remaining faces form the
boundary surface of P. We further merge these remaining faces to
a set of big rectangle facets of the polycube. Iteratively, we merge
two adjacent faces if the result remains a planar convex polygon.
After merging, only rectangle facets are left. The vertices of these
rectangles are called corner points, denoted as VCP . And the edges
of the rectangles form the connectivity of the corner points ECP .
For each corner vAVCP , we use the simple projection method [33]
to find its corresponding points on S. Without ambiguity, we also
call these corresponding points corner points on S, denoted as VCS;
they will be mapped to corners in the initial polycube mapping.



Fig. 3. Voxelization for polycube construction.
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The voxelization algorithm is simple, automatic and efficient.
Moreover, the octree’s depth can be adaptively decided by the
number of corner points.

Voxelization approaches sometimes provide unnecessary zig-
zagged domain shapes when the geometry of the object is not well
aligned with principal axes, which can be undesirable. Then other
polycube domain construction algorithms (e.g., [33,34,24,18]) may
be used to construct the initial mapping, and our subsequent
optimization paradigm can still be applied to refine the domain
shape and improve mapping quality.
Fig. 4. Definition of polycube coordinates and parameters.
4.2. Initial polycube mapping

Given the initial polycube P, corner point correspondences VCS,
VCP , and cube edges ECP , we compute an initial polycube mapping
f : S-P as follows. Denote the position of each vertex v on S as
X ¼ ðx0,x1,x2Þ and its image on the polycube as U ¼ f ðXÞ ¼

ðu0,u1,u2ÞAP; also denote three components of the vector function
f as f 0,f 1, and f 2.

A discrete harmonic parameterization [10] is a bijective map
from S to a 2D (u, v)-domain, h : S-D,S�R3,D�R2 such that the
discrete harmonic energies of both u and v components are
minimized. When the target planar domain D is convex, and a
diffeomorphic boundary mapping is given, the harmonic mapping
h is bijective. Therefore, we decompose S to multiple patches,
each of which will be mapped to a rectangle facet Pi on P. The
harmonic energy of a mapping function on k-th (k¼1,2,3)
component is defined as

Hk ¼
1

2

X
i

X
vj ANðviÞ

wijðf
kðXiÞ�f kðXjÞÞ

2, ð1Þ

where N(vi) is the set of all 1-ring neighboring vertices of vi.
wij ¼

1
2 ðcotaijþcotbijÞ is the well known cotangent weight [10]

defined on the edge ½vi,vj�AES, where aij and bij are two angles
opposite to the edge ½vi,vj�.

For each polycube edge in ½vpi,vpj�AECP ,vpi,vpjAVCP , we trace
curves to connect their corresponding points vsi,vsjAVCS using
shortest paths following algorithms introduced in [30]. After this,
the harmonic mapping computation is straightforward. We para-
meterize these traced paths to polycube edges using the arc-
length parameterization. On each facet of the polycube, corner
and edge mapping decides the boundary condition and the
interior mapping can be computed by solving two sparse linear
systems [10].
5. Optimizing polycube domain

Given a polycube mapping f : S-P¼ ffi : Si-Pig defined on a
set of topological rectangle patches on S. We want to find the
optimal re-scaled Pi so that mapping distortion is minimized. We
use a distortion energy E composed of the harmonic energies
Htðf Þ,t¼ 0,1,2 and an area-stretching term Aðf Þ:

Ht ¼
X

Pk

Ht
k ¼

X
Pk

X
ei,j APk

1

2
wijðf

tðXiÞ�f tðXjÞÞ
2

0@ 1A, ð2Þ

A¼
X

Pk

X
Fi,j,h APk

ðDðUi,Uj,UhÞÞ
2

DðXi,Xj,XhÞ
, ð3Þ

E¼H0þH1þH2þaA, ð4Þ

where DðXi,Xj,XhÞ and DðUi,Uj,UhÞ denote the original area of
triangle ðvi,vj,vhÞ and the area of its image under the mapping; Pk

is a facet of polycube and Fi,j,h is a triangle on this facet; a is a
weighting factor balancing the harmonic and area-stretching terms.

When optimizing the polycube shape, we restrict our re-
scaling on Pi such that (1) it preserves the total area of the
polycube and (2) it does not increase the number of corner points.
Specifically, we divide the polycube P into different rectangular
facets in each coordinate plane (see Fig. 4).

First, we sort the coordinates of all corner points in three axes,
and denote them as fai

jg,i¼ 0,1,2,j¼ 0, . . . ,Ni. We translate the
left-bottom of the polycube to the origin, so that any ai

0 ¼ 0.
Then supposing a facet Pk is perpendicular to the ut coordinate

axis, we (1) denote the coordinate of Pk in ut-axis as at
j and (2) on

each patch perpendicular to ut, denote its corresponding coordi-
nates as ½atþ1

j ,atþ1
jþ1 � and ½atþ2

j ,atþ2
jþ1 �. The superscript indicates the

corresponding axis (u0,u1, or u2), so tþ1 actually denotes
ðtþ1Þmod 3. In our following derivations, the addition of super-
scripts denotes their addition modulo 3.

Now we can denote the length of each segment in ut-axis as
bt

jþ1 ¼ at
jþ1�a

t
j ; and adjacent facets (faces connected by a same

polycube edge) should share a same corresponding scaling factor
b, to prevent the increase of corner points.
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Therefore, supposing a rectangle domain Pk is perpendicular to

the axis ui,ði¼ 0,1,2Þ, we denote the two corresponding segment

lengths of the rectangle as biþ1
ðPkÞ,b

iþ2
ðPkÞ, their initial lengths asebiþ1

ðPkÞ,
ebiþ2
ðPkÞ, initial harmonic energies as eHiþ1

Pk
, eHiþ2

Pk
, and

initial area stretching energy as eAPk
. These constants ebiþ1

ðPkÞ,ebiþ2
ðPkÞ, eHiþ1

Pk
, eHiþ2

Pk
,eAPk

are determined by the initial mapping.

Then the harmonic energy of all subpatches that are perpendi-

cular to ui, with respect to the their scalings can be written as

Ei
Hða

i
1, . . . ,ai

Ni�1,bi
1, . . . ,bi

Ni�1Þ ¼
X

Pk

ðbiþ1
ðPkÞÞ

2eC iþ1

k þðbiþ2
ðPkÞÞ

2eC iþ2

k ,

ð5Þ

where eC iþ1

k and eC iþ2

k are constants decided by the initial map-

ping:

eC iþ1

k ¼

eHiþ1

Pk

ðeb iþ1
ðPkÞÞ

2

0@ 1A, eC iþ2

k ¼

eHiþ2

Pk

ðeb iþ2
ðPkÞÞ

2

0@ 1A:
Considering all three axes, the global harmonic energy of the

polycube mapping is

EHðfai
j,b

i
jg,8i¼ 0,1,2,j¼ 1, . . . ,Ni�1Þ ¼ E1

Hða
0
1, . . . ,a0

N1�1,b0
1, . . . ,b0

N1�1Þ

þE2
Hða1

1, . . . ,a1
N2�1,b1

1, . . . ,b1
N2�1Þ

þE3
Hða2

1, . . . ,a2
N3�1,b2

1, . . . ,b2
N3�1Þ:

ð6Þ

The area stretching term of the mapping is

EAðfai
j,b

i
jg,8i¼ 0,1,2,j¼ 1, . . . ,Ni�1Þ ¼

X
Pk

ðbiþ1
ðPkÞb

iþ2
ðPkÞÞ

2eC k,

ð7Þ

where eC k is a constant decided by the initial mapping:

eC k ¼
eAPk

ðebiþ1
ðPkÞ

eb iþ2
ðPkÞÞ

2

0@ 1A:
Fig. 5. Polycube domain optimization. (a)–(c) show the initial polycube domain and ma

checkerboard texture mapping between (c) and (e).
Finally, we have the entire distortion energy:

Eðfai
j,b

i
jgÞ ¼ EHþEA ð8Þ

subject to the constraints:

ai
1 ¼ bi

1,

ai
1þb

i
2 ¼ ai

2,

ai
2þb

i
3 ¼ ai

3,

^

bi
j40, 8j¼ 1, . . . ,Ni, i¼ 0,1,2,P

Pk
biþ1
ðPkÞb

iþ2
ðPkÞ ¼

gArea,

8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
ð9Þ

where gArea ¼
P

Pk

ebi1
ðPkÞ

ebi2
ðPkÞ; the last equation preserves the total

area of the polycube domain. Fig. 5 shows an example of an
optimized polycube for the Beethoven model based on the initial
polycube mapping. The original polycube (b) is re-scaled to (d); as
the grid texture mapping visualized, the distortion of the original
mapping (a) reduces when the polycube shape changes (f); as in the
zoom-in view (e), the angle distortion is smaller than that in (c).

5.1. Barzilai–Borwein gradient projection optimization algorithm

In order to solve the energy Eðfai
j,b

i
jgÞ in Eq. (8) subject to

constraints in Eq. (9), we will strictly enforce all the bound and
linear constraints, and put the last nonlinear constraint as a
penalty term lð

P
Pk
biþ1
ðPkÞb

iþ2
ðPkÞ�

gAreaÞ2 in the objective func-
tion. As a result, this optimization problem could be formulated as
minimization of a nonlinear function with bound and linear
constraints, i.e.,

min EðxÞ

s:t: xAO :¼ fx : Ax¼ b,blrxrbug, ð10Þ

where xARn is the vector of variables fai
j,b

i
jg, n¼ 2ðN1þN2þN3Þ,

bl and buARn are the bound constraints, and A is an m by n

matrix with bARm denoting the linear constraints. Although the
objective function is continuously differentiable, the dimension n

of our reformulated problem generally can be large, and the
pping. (d)–(f) show the optimized polycube domains. Note the improvement of the
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explicit computation of the Hessian is difficult. Hence, first order
method, which only requires gradient information, is preferred.
To solve (10), we develop the following nonmonotone gradient
projection algorithm, which is also an iterative algorithm: given
the starting x0, our algorithm takes the following iterations:

xkþ1 ¼ xkþakdk, ð11Þ

where k is the iteration number, ak is a stepsize and dk is the
searching direction defined as

dk ¼ PO xk�
1

lBB
k

gk

 !
�xk:

Here, PO is the projection on the feasible set O, gk ¼rf ðxkÞ and
lBB

k , kZ1 is the so-called Barzilai–Borwein [2] stepsize parameter
generated by satisfying a quasi-Newton property, i.e.,

lBB
k ¼ argmin

lZl0

JKðlÞsk�1�yk�1J2, ð12Þ

where sk�1 ¼ xk�xk�1, yk�1 ¼ gk�gk�1, KðlkÞ ¼ lkI, and l0 is a
positive constant. Hence, the proposed lBB

k , when kZ1, obtained
from (12), is

lBB
k ¼max

sTk�1yk�1

sTk�1sk�1

,l0

( )
, ð13Þ

and lBB
0 can be arbitrarily defined as a positive number and we set

lBB
0 ¼ Jgðx0ÞJ1 and l0 ¼ 10�10 in practice. This BB initial stepsize

(13) has been extensively studied recently and been shown to
perform much better than steepest descent type gradient projec-
tion methods [3,4]. However, to maintain the efficiency, the
stepsize ak in (11) must be obtained by a nonmonotone line
search. In our experiments, we use the nonmonotone line search
developed in [5,16].
6. Optimizing polycube mapping

In Section 5, we fix the corner point mapping f ðVCSÞ-VCP to
optimize the shape of polycube domain. We further reduce the
mapping distortion by moving vertices VCS (without ambiguity,
we also call them corner points) over S. Any 2D manifold S can be
parameterized to an atlas O¼ fOig, and locally any point on S:
ðx1,x2,x3ÞAS can be represented as a 2D coordinate ðr1,r2Þ on a
local planar chart. We construct local parameterization gi : Si-Oi

by mapping the C-ring neighboring regions (in our experiments,
Fig. 6. Polycube mapping optimization. (a) is the model before mapping optimization.

after mapping optimization. (g,f) show distortion after the smoothing postprocess. (h) is

distortion and discontinuity across subregion boundaries significantly reduces. (For int

the web version of this article.)
we set C¼20) of each initial corner point AVCS to a unit disc Oi.
Any neighboring points on the domain Oi are continuously
parameterized.

Let N be the number of the corner points N¼ jVCPj. The
optimization will be conducted on all charts fO1, . . . ,ONg simul-
taneously by searching the optimal N corner points, represented
as coordinates (fr1,r2, . . . ,r2N�1,r2Ng), where ðr2k�1,r2kÞ corresponds
to ðr1,r2Þ on chart Ok.

This problem is formulated as minimizing the distortion
energy E of the map f decided by the corner maps:

Eðr1,r2, . . . ,r2NÞ ¼H1ðf ÞþH2ðf ÞþH3ðf ÞþAðf Þ, ð14Þ

the harmonic energies and area stretching of function f are
defined following Eqs. (2) and (3).

For polycube mapping with N corner points, the dimension of
this optimization problem is 2N. f is determined by these 2N

parameters, and can be efficiently computed (Section 6.1), but
since we need to retrace the shortest paths as the subpatch
boundaries, we do not have the closed form for f or its derivative.
Therefore, we use a derivative-free optimizer (Section 6.2) to
solve this problem.

As indicated in Algorithm 1, we iteratively perform domain
optimization (Section 5) and mapping optimization (this section)
until the polycube domain does not change. Despite the optimiza-
tion of both the domain shape and the corner mapping, the angle
distortion near the subregion boundary (e.g., polycube corners,
edges) can be large due to the usage of harmonic mapping with
fixed boundary. We perform a smoothing process to further reduce
the distortion. Smooth transition functions [9] can be easily com-
puted between adjacent polycube faces, then parameterization/
smoothing can be computed on a flattened domain covering this
boundary region. We adopt the smoothing algorithm of [20] to
refine the map near polycube corner/edge regions.

Fig. 6 illustrates an iteration of domain mapping optimization
on a Beethoven model. Corners in (a) are adjusted to new
positions (f). Meanwhile, the mapping distortion energy reduces,
which can also be visualized in the zoom-in regions (d,e vs b,c). If
we perform an aforementioned smoothing, the distortion near the
boundary region can be further reduced (f, g).

Fig. 7 shows an iteration of our polycube map optimization on
the horse model; the initial horse mapping (a) on a polycube with
60 corner points is optimized; the resultant mapping (b) has
smaller angular and area distortion.
(b,c) zoom in to show the distortion before this step. (d,e) illustrate the distortion

model after smoothing. The corner points are shown in green. With the smoothing,

erpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to



Fig. 7. Mapping optimization of the Horse model on a polycube (upper row) with 60 corner points. The lower row shows the moving of corner points: (a) before

optimization and (b) after optimization.
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6.1. Efficient mapping recomputation

The typical computation for harmonic surface mapping on
each rectangle subpatch involves solving two systems of linear
equations. This can be time consuming when we need to re-
compute it and re-evaluate its distortion in every step during the
optimization. Since the boundary condition of the mapping
always changes gradually, we can utilize a more efficient linear
equation updating algorithm CHOLMOD [6] to accelerate the
mapping recomputation.

Mapping on each subpatch is harmonic, so the coefficient
matrix is sparse, symmetric and positive definite. This special
property makes it feasible to utilize Cholesky decomposition to
solve and update the linear systems very quickly. Initially, we
precompute the shortest paths between all pairs of vertices using
the Floyd–Warshall algorithm and store predecessor matrices on
shortest paths. This takes Oðn3Þ preprocessing time, where n is the
number of vertices. During each iteration, when corner points are
replaced by some of their neighboring points, between each pair
of corners, we retrace corresponding shortest paths in O(k) time
where k is the number of vertices on this path. The coefficient
matrix only changes slightly (a few rows and columns propor-
tional to the number of mutable boundary conditions due to the
change of corner points). This infers an efficient solution-update
algorithm. Davis and Hager [6] proposed an approach of dynamic
supernodal sparse Cholesky update and downdate, which pro-
duces a solution for the newly update linear system without
repeatedly computing the coefficient matrix and solving the
system. After an initial Cholesky decomposition at a cost of
Oðn3Þ, the decomposition can be updated in O(N), where N is the
number of changed entries in Cholesky factor, which is typically
much smaller than the size of the mesh, leading to efficient
harmonic mapping update. The similar approach was introduced
to graphics and shape modeling [37] for dynamically updating
harmonic fields design.

With this efficient mapping update technique, we can re-
evaluate the objective function for a given new planar coordinates
for corner points on S. Since the parameterization (and therefore the
corner selection) is continuous, we dynamically split each corre-
sponding triangle (where each parametric corner point locates) into
three and update the accumulated energy accordingly.
6.2. Derivative-free optimization algorithm

The objective function (14) can be reformulated in the follow-
ing format:

minFðxÞ ¼
Xm

i

sgnðiÞf 2
i ðxÞ s:t: blrxrbu, ð15Þ

where xARn, bl and buARn are the bound constraints, and
sgnðiÞ ¼ 71 is the sign in front of the squares of fi, i¼ 1, . . . ,m.
The main difficulty of solving this problem is that the explicit
derivatives are not available. We develop a trust region-based
derivative-free algorithm in spirit similar to the approach pro-
posed in [38]. Our algorithm does not require the derivative
information of the objective function, nor does it explicitly
approximate the derivative. Instead, at each iteration it builds a
local quadratic model of the objective function by multivariate
interpolation in combination with trust region techniques. More
specifically, at each iteration, the algorithm adaptively chooses a
set of interpolation points Yk, with ðnþ1Þr jYkjr ðnþ1Þðnþ2Þ=2,



Fig. 8. Common polycube mapping for multiple models. Initial polycube maps of the horse and cow are as (a) and (d); individually optimal polycube domains are shown in

(b) and (c); the common optimal polycube domain is shown in (f); and the final common optimal polycube mapping of both models are as (e) and (g). Note: the common

polycube balances both individually optimal polycubes, see the neck region.
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where k is the iteration number and jYkj is the cardinality of Yk.
Our algorithm takes the following major steps:
Step 0
 (Initialization). Set up initial starting guess x0, trust
region radius D0 and sampling points Y0. Build initial
trust region model on Y0 and set k¼0.
Step 1
 (Criticality step). Choose a base point ykAYk and calculate
the gradient of our model. If the gradient is sufficiently
small, stop. Otherwise, make sure the model is well-
posed [38] in a trust region with radius proportional to
the norm of model gradient.
Step 2
 (Step calculation). Solve the following trust region sub-
problem:

minfkðdÞ s:t: JdJrDk, lrxkþdru, ð16Þ

where fkðdÞ is a local quadratic model of FðxÞ in a trust
region with radius Dk. Here, J � J is the 2-norm.
Step 3
 (Acceptance of the trial step). Compute the ratio of actual
and predicted function reduction

rk ¼
FðxkÞ�FðxkþdkÞ

fkð0Þ�fkðdkÞ
,

where dk is the minimizer of (16). If rk40, then
xkþ1 ¼ xkþdk; otherwise, xkþ1 ¼ xk.
Step 4
 (Trust region radius update). Update trust region radius by

Dkþ1 ¼

1
2 JdkJ if rko0:1,

maxf12Dk,JdkJg if 0:1rrko0:7,

maxfDk,2JdkJg if rkZ0:7:

8><>:
If rkZ0:1, form Ykþ1 from Yk by merging new point xkþ1.
Set k¼ kþ1, go to Step 1.
Step 5
 (Model improvement). This step applies only when
rko0:1. In this case, before shrinking the trust region
radius, make sure the model is well-posed [38] in the
current trust region. Set k¼ kþ1, go to Step 1.
One critical advantage of this algorithm is using the least
Frobenius norm updating strategy [29] to update the quadratic
model (16). Hence, to build our quadratic model, we only need
OðnÞ (in our experiments, 2nþ1) function evaluations, while
normally ðnþ1Þðnþ2Þ=2¼Oðn2Þ number of valuations are requi-
red for building a fully quadratic model (Note, ðnþ1Þðnþ2Þ=2
could be much bigger than 2nþ1 for relatively large n.) In
addition, at each iteration, only one new function evaluation is
required to update the local quadratic model.

Therefore, our approach is usually more efficient [26,38] than
other widely used strategies in derivative-free optimization, such
as using finite-difference to approximate derivatives [25] or some
direct search methods [1]. Global convergence of the algorithm as
well as the good local geometry of the set of interpolation points
are guaranteed by trust region techniques [38,29].
7. Polycube mapping for multiple objects

We also demonstrate an application of our polycube mapping
framework in multiple objects mapping. Polycube can be used as
a canonical base domain for multiple objects (preferably, these
objects have the same topology and similar geometry). Our
framework can be used to generate such a common regular
domain, and multiple objects are parameterized onto this single
polycube with low distortion. Multiple shapes can be analyzed,
processed, and integrated over this single domain. Supposing we
have a set of models fS1, . . . ,Sng to be integrated. We construct a
common polycube P using S1. We also compute initial mapping fi

between P and each Si,i¼ 1, . . . ,n. Then simultaneously, we
optimize P and the mapping fi : Si-P using the above proposed
framework. The final polycube domain P is the one that mini-
mizes the total distortion of multiple polycube parameterization
E¼

P
iEðfiÞ. The final polycube is an optimal domain for all these

models. Inter-surface mapping between two models Si and Sj can
be composed and optimized over this domain as
fi,j : Si-Sj ¼ f�1

j 3fi. We visualize our optimal polycube and the
mapping results using inter-object morphing by linearly inter-
polating them over the common polycube domain.

Specifically, we construct initial polycube P for S1 and use
projection to determine corner points mapping. However, this
simple projection approach does not work well when we map P

to other models S2,S3, . . . ,Sn, especially when Si is not geometrically
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similar to P. Especially for this situation (when we want to map a
surface to a dissimilar polycube), we compute the initial polycube
mapping in the following more robust way (Note that any other
suitable polycube mapping approach can also be used to generate
initial fi). We partition P and each Si consistently (i.e., the segmenta-
tion of P and Si has the isomorphic dual graph); then compute the
mapping fi : Si-P by merging all individual subregion mappings.
Such an approach based on canonical pants decomposition is
introduced in [22]. We briefly recap the basic idea, and refer
readers to [22] for details. The pants patch is a genus-0 surface
with three boundaries. Any surface (except for a few trivial cases)
can be decomposed into a set of pants patches, including g handle
patches and a base patch, where g is the genus. The base patch is
then further iteratively partitioned into a set of pants patches.
Table 1
Comparisons of different polycube mapping methods. PC Constr., Opt. PC, Sing.

Control, Common PC indicate whether polycube construction can be automatic,

whether polycube shape is optimal, whether polycube complexity can be

controlled by the given restriction on singularity number, and whether it can be

used to construct a canonical domain for multiple objects, respectively.

Methods PC Constr. Opt. PC Sing. Control Common PC

Tarini [33] Manual No Manual No

Wang [34] Manual No Manual No

Wang [35] Manual No Manual No

Lin [24] Auto. No No No

He [18] Auto. No Yes No

Ours Auto. Yes Yes Yes

Fig. 9. Polycube mapping of Bimba and Max-Planck. (a,d) initial mapping, (b,e) optimiz

after the optimization. (c,f) initial polycube (in upper row) and optimized polycube (in

Fig. 10. Integration of multiple objects over a common polycube domain. The horse (

original models can still be seen in the interpolated shape (e.g., the mouth and neck o
Finally, every pants patch is decomposed into two subpatches, each
of which can be parameterized on a regular planar hexagon.
Therefore, the global surface mapping between two objects is
composed of parameterizations of subpatches on these hexagonal
domains. This approach can easily and robustly handle the surface
mapping between two objects with arbitrary topology [41] and
feature points, therefore it is suitable here for generating initial
mapping fi : Si-P. Fig. 8 shows an example of using the above
approach to construct optimal common polycube for the horse and
the cow. Individually optimal polycubes for the horse and cow are
shown in (b) and (c), and initial polycube maps are visualized in
(a) and (d); the optimal common polycube is shown in (f).
Specifically, a compromise can be seen in the neck region. The final
common polycube mappings are visualized in (e) and (g).
8. Experimental results

We compare the property of our polycube mapping framework
with existing methods and list them in Table 1. Our method
generates the optimal polycube within the same topological class,
and the complexity of the polycube is flexibly bounded by the
given number of singularities. We test our optimization frame-
work on a few 3D shapes. Fig. 9 shows the optimization on Bimba
and Max-planck. The texture-mapped rectangular grids become
closer to squares, indicating the reducing of angle distortion.

Fig. 10 shows a common polycube parameterization for multiple
objects. We parameterize the horse, cow, and goat onto an
optimized common polycube domain. (a–c) visualize the geometry
ed mapping. The texture mappings of grids show the reduction of angle distortions

lower row) domains.

a), goat (b), and cow (c) are blended in this polycube domain. Features from the

f the horse, ears of the goat, and the tail of the cow).



Table 2

Runtime table: #D (number of triangles); #C number of corner points, e0
angle and e0

area are angle and area distortions before optimization; eangle and earea are distortions after

optimization; T1 and T2 is the execution time for domain optimization and mapping optimization (in seconds).

Models #D #C e0
angle e0

area
eangle earea T1 T2

Isis 5K 8 1.261 1.429 1.134 1.385 0.52 112

Beethoven 21K 20 1.387 1.563 1.215 1.236 7.74 504

Max-Planck 10K 8 1.104 1.477 1.060 1.395 1.36 33

Bimba 30K 20 1.292 1.243 1.283 1.209 10.62 744

Horse 16K 60 1.352 1.302 1.258 1.229 11.72 1842

Cow 39K 60 1.198 1.210 1.191 1.161 21.21 2898

Goat 21K 60 1.359 1.304 1.241 1.190 10.83 2032

Fig. 11. Different initial corner budgets. With increase of the initial budget (from 8 to 20), the mapping quality is improved (from a,b to c,d).

Table 3
Testing different weighting on the area-stretching term (a in Eq. (4)), on the

polycube-Beethoven mapping. eangle and earea are the corresponding angle and area

distortion.

a 0.1 0.5 1.0 1.5

eangle 1.219 1.235 1.253 1.264

earea 1.380 1.316 1.292 1.281
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represented on the polycube parameterization (using the connec-
tivity of the polycube), then we can easily interpolate them and
generate a ‘‘mixed creature’’. (d) shows an interpolated shape with
20%, horse, 50%, goat, and 30%, cow. Features of horse, goat, and
cow can be seen on the final interpolated shape.

The quality of polycube mapping can be measured by area
distortion earea and angle distortion eangle [7]:

eareaðTÞ ¼
areaðDM0 ðTÞÞ

areaðDMðTÞÞ
þ

areaðDMðTÞÞ

areaðDM0 ðTÞÞ
,

eangleðTÞ ¼
cotaja2jþcotbjb2jþcotgjc2j

2areaðDMðTÞÞ
:

The closer the values of earea and eangle is to 1, the better the
quality of polycube mapping we get. The statistics and perfor-
mance of our test cases are reported in Table 2.

Intuitively, the more complicated the polycube domain is used,
the more freedom we have to optimize its shape. And generally
when the polycube is closer to the original model, we can get a
less distorted/stretched polycube mapping. Fig. 11 illustrates an
example on the Beethoven model. When only one cube is used as
the parameterization domain, the distortion is larger (a, b),
compared with the mapping constructed on a more complicated
polycube domain (c, d). On the other hand, a more complicated
polycube domain indicates more corner points (singularities) [34]
and potentially more-distorted parameterization across subregion
boundaries.
We also adjust the weighting factor a in Eq. (4) to see different
mapping results. Table 3 shows the different angle and area
distortions under different settings. a¼ 1:0 was used when we
perform our other experiments. Fig. 12 illustrates this mapping
result. When the area term is emphasized, a more uniform but
less conformal mapping is obtained (a, b); when a is small, the
angle distortion is reduced (c, d).
9. Conclusion

We present an interactive optimization framework to solve the
optimal polycube mapping problem. Because directly solving
optimal polycube domain and mapping together is too expensive,
we iteratively optimize polycube domain shape and polycube
mapping separatively, to make full use of the available partial
derivative information of the objective function. We develop an
efficient nonlinear optimization algorithm with linear bound
constraints for the first subproblem. For the second subproblem,
we develop an efficient derivative-free solver, making use of the
summation-of-square structure of the objective function; and we
develop a fast mapping re-computation algorithm to accelerate
the evaluation in the optimization process. The polycube mapping
framework has been demonstrated effective in several experi-
ments, and can be used to construct common polycube domains
for multiple objects.

Allowing the alignment of feature points in the polycube
mapping can benefit many graphics applications such as morph-
ing and registration. However, this is challenging and has not
been well discussed/solved in existing polycube mapping litera-
ture. Within our current framework, on a subpatch, directly
enforcing the harmonic mapping to map an interior feature point
to a specific position on the polycube domain may cause local
flip-over around the feature point. One possible approach is to
simply add feature alignment as a soft constraint in the mapping
optimization step, such that feature matching errors are penalized
like the angle-distortion and area-distortion terms. To enforce a



Fig. 12. Different weighting factors. (a,b) Area-stretching term a¼ 1000, (c,d) a¼ 0:01.
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hard constraint on feature matching, additional domain partition-
ing to make the features on the subpatch boundary can be
another solution. We will study this problem in the near future.
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